Siheung-Gunja
Multi-Functional City

Project Overview
- Location: 1771-1 Jeongwang-dong, Siheung City
- Area: 4,906,000 m²
- Project Schedule: 2006 ~ 2013
Development Concept

- To establish a tourist district and theme park as well as public and cultural facilities
- To establish an urban district for shopping, leisure and cultural activities
- To attract public and cultural facilities
- To establish parks and green zones using the natural environment
- To develop the lake’s surroundings and ‘sunset’ scenery as tourist attractions

Investment Conditions

- Within 25 minutes of Incheon International Airport
- Directly linked to the 3rd Seoul-Incheon Expressway ➔ scheduled to open in Aug. 2010

How to Invest

- Investment through limited competitive tender
- Investment through shares in investment companies established by major business executive
- Direct investment in commercial, tourism, and leisure facilities such as hotels and shopping malls

Contact Points for Investment

▶ Service Industry Team, Investment Promotion Division, Gyeonggi Province (031-8008-2782)
▶ Siheung City, Development Team II, Future City Development Bureau (031-310-6970)